
CALL FOR PAPERS AND PARTICIPATION
International Conference on Industrialization through Diversification, 
Regional Value Chains Development, and Food Security within the 

Framework of the AU’s African Continental Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) 
Agreement of 2018, 9th -11th October, 2020 in Dar es Salaam, 

Tanzania.

The Institute of Finance Management (IFM) proudly invites the Tanzanian German Center
for Eastern African Legal Studies (TGCL) Alumni, other German Academic Exchange 
Service (DAAD) Alumni and other scholars within and outside East Africa to an International 
conference as titled above. IFM is a public higher education Institution fully owned by the 
government through the Ministry of Finance and Planning. Established in 1972 by Act of 
Parliament No. 3, the Institute is charged with three core responsibilities namely: Teaching, 
Researching and providing consultancy service to the public.

In the upcoming conference, IFM seeks to bring together members of the TGCL Alumni 
Association, DAAD alumni networks and other scholars to a multidisciplinary conference 
focusing on African integration.  The conference offers a platform for academic 
exchange of views on the newly formed African trading platform. It is through this 
approach that the Africa’s effective participation into the world economy can be 
fostered.

Most of African economies are characterized by export of raw materials (agricultural 
commodities and natural resources) and import of finished goods while facing the 
challenges of high levels of unemployment and food insecurity. These challenges 
compelled the African leaders to declare the need to develop agriculture and 
promote establishment of industries while attempting to create a self-reliant market for 
imports and exports. To this end, they agreed to exploit existing comparative 
advantages among member states as mechanisms to promoting intercontinental trade. 
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African countries, including enhancing food security, has been faced by a myriad of 
challenges such as trade restrictions and non-tariff barriers, leaving alone challenges of 
climate change. It is from this background that the African Continental Free Trade 
Agreement comes into play. 
In a bid to furthering the academic discourse and contributing towards realization of the
African vision of attaining a sustainable and inclusive development, this conference is 
being organized to contribute to this debate.
Mindful of the common interests between IFM and DAAD, the Institute of Finance 
Management (IFM) has offered to coordinate the conference. 

“Industrialization through Diversification,  Regional Value Chains Development, Agricultural
development and Food Security within the Framework of the AU’s African Continental 
Free Trade Area (AfCFTA) Agreement of 2018” 

Conference Theme

Diversification: Mechanisms for Enhancing Industrial Development in Africa.i

Mechanisms for Promoting Regional Value Chains in Africa ii

-   Intellectual Property law
-   Competition law
-   Technology
-   Investor obligation
-   Healthy trading and investment
-   Paradigm shift in international and regional investment law
-   Technology & Innovation 
-   Knowledge Management
-   (Traditional knowledge
-   Energy
-   African Intra-trade (Investment, capital flow)
-   Women Empowerment
-   Transaction Costs
-   Exportation (Permit)
-   Labour migration

-   Human capital (Skilled labour)
-   Money laundering

Thus, individual countries as well as regional trading blocs were tasked to devise their 
policies geared towards attainment of this goal, industrialization being the main agenda.  
Amidst all this, trading between African countries is still very low, majority of women are 
in the informal sector, and food insecurity remains to be a persistent problem. 
Free movement of goods and services that was expected to enhance trade among 
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The papers’ topics may be derived from any of the following subthemes.



Enhancing Agricultural Development as a means of 
supporting industrialization and economic Development in Africa

iii i

-   Agricultural Financing
-   Agricultural Insurance
-   Agricultural Mechanization (ICT – sensor networking, Technology & Innovation, 
    Marketing)
-   Information and Dissemination 

-   Land Rights 
-   Agricultural Innovations and its impact on food security
-   Gender Dynamics (Women participation and contribution to African economy)

-   Cross border investment
-   Movement of capital
-   Trade Logistics (Infrastructure, Supply Chain Management,ICT Management)
-   Formalisation of Small Business (Women Entrepreneurs -Taxation)

Towards Achieving Food Security Across the African Continentiv

-   ICT
-   Nutrition 
-   Culture
-   Food Distribution Management : Value chains, Markets and Livelihoods
-   Legal and Regulatory Framework (fostering movement of food)
-   Advertising (distribution, trademark, digital)
-   Gender 
-   Climate change and food security
-   Infrastructure (access, availability, stability, & utilization)

Leveraging Natural Resources for Industrial Development.v

-   Management of proceeds from natural resources
-   Governance of natural resources (Retention of benefits)
-   Prevention and management of water and land conflicts

This conference targets TGCL Alumni, IFM staff, Tanzania DAAD Alumni Association, other 
DAAD Alumni networks and other scholars from within and outside Tanzania/Africa. 
You are invited to submit your abstract ranging between 2500-3000 words and /or confirm 
to attend even if not presenting any paper by 31st July, 2020. Please submit your application/
abstract in English through the following link ifm.ac.tz/conference/ICID2020 
Any queries should be directed to Dr. Grace K. Kamugisha (gracekamukazoba@gmail.com) 
and copied to Dr. Nasoro Hussein (ngwijo@yahoo.com) and Dr. Hawa Munisi 
(muni287@yahoo.com). Applicants will receive feedback by 7th August, 2020 and visa 
letters by 15th August and the conference will be held on 9-11th October, 2020

Target Group
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Travel and accommodation cost for All DAAD Alumni within East Africa will be covered as 
per details that will be shared to selected candidates

Dr Imanuel Mnzava, Deputy Rector - ARC

The Institute of Finance Management

Prof. Thoko Kaime, TGCL Programme Leader

University of Bayreuth, German

Prof. Richard Frimpong Oppong, TGCL Programme Advisor

Thompson Rivers University in British Columbia, Canada

Participants who are not alumni and who wish to attend/present papers will upon selection 
be required to contribute a subsidized fee of $100 to subsidies the cost to conference 
participation without transportation cost

All DAAD Alumni applicants must include their PKZ number in the application (which is a 
special number on your scholarship award letter).
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NOTE

Advisors
 

Dr. Carolin Herzog , 
TGCL Programme Manager- University of Bayreuth

Dr. Benedict Thomas Mapunda , 
TGCL Coordinator- University of Dar es Salaam

Naomi Gichuki, 
TGCL Alumni Chairperson

Dr. Nassoro Hussein, 
The Institute of Finance Management

Program Committee
 

Dr. Grace Kazoba, Dean

Faculty of Economics and Management Science,

The Institute of Finance Management

Conference Director
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